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Abstract: In a previous paper (Klapa et al., 1999), we pre-
sented a model for the analysis of isotopomer distribu-
tions of the TCA cycle intermediates resulting from 13C
(or 14C) labeling experiments. Results allow the rigorous
determination of the degree of enrichment at specific
carbon atoms of metabolites, of the molecular weight
distribution of metabolite isotopomers, as well as of the
fine structure of NMR spectra in terms of a small number
of metabolic fluxes. In this paper we validate the model
by comparing model predictions with experimental data
and then apply it to the analysis of metabolic networks
that have been investigated in previous studies. The re-
sults have allowed us to conclude that: (1) there is no
evidence of propionyl-CoA carboxylase pathway in Esch-
erichia coli; and (2) the possibility that acetone utilization
in mammals occurs solely via the ‘‘lactate/methyl-
glyoxal’’ pathway is consistent with available labeling
data. The presented modeling framework provides addi-
tional constraints that must be satisfied by experimental
data in a biochemical network structure and therefore
enhances the power of labeling methods for resolving in
vivo metabolic fluxes. © 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Bio-
technol Bioeng 62: 392–401, 1999.
Keywords: isotopomer analysis; metabolic flux analysis;
TCA cycle; 13C NMR; GC–MS

INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper (Klapa et al., 1999), we presented a
rigorous mathematical model for the determination of the
relative populations of metabolite isotopomers resulting
from pyruvate utilization via the tricarboxylic acid (TCA)
cycle and the gluconeogenic pathway. In addition, isoto-
pomer distributions for three different models of acetate
catabolism were presented. It was further shown how the
results of this modeling approach can be used to upgrade the
information obtainable from typical NMR spectroscopy
measurements. Specifically, it was noted that carbon enrich-
ment data, along with isotopomer molecular weight distri-

butions and the fine structure of NMR spectra at specific
carbon positions, can be used to determine in vivo metabolic
fluxes and the role they play in meeting biosynthetic and
energetic requirements.

In this paper we validate our modeling results by com-
paring model predictions with experimental data. The
model is subsequently applied to the analysis of data from
several specific cases reported in the literature. Special em-
phasis is given to errors associated with the incorrect ac-
counting for possible label scrambling via the TCA cycle. In
a future publication the same approach is applied to the
analysis of the pentose phosphate pathway, although a nu-
merical approach was followed in the latter case since no
analytical expressions for isotopomer distributions could be
obtained.

MODEL VERIFICATION

Pyruvate Utilization in Mammals

The validity of our modeling concept can be tested by com-
paring the model predictions with experimental data.
Chance et al. (1983) perfused rat heart tissue with 90%
enriched [3-13C]pyruvate and obtained a13C NMR spec-
trum which shows resonances and line splittings at the C-2,
C-3, and C-4 carbons of glutamate (Fig. 1). The glutamate
C-2 resonance is split into nine lines (centered at 55.5 ppm),
C-4 is split into three lines (centered at 34.2 ppm), and C-3
is split into five lines (centered at 27.8 ppm). The line split-
tings are caused by13C–13C spin coupling among carbon
atoms.

With 90% enriched [3-13C]pyruvate as substrate, pyru-
vate and acetyl-CoA may be either labeled at C-3 and C-2,
respectively, or unlabeled. Oxaloacetate produced from la-
beled pyruvate via the anaplerotic reaction will be labeled at
carbon 3, if the bicarbonate is unlabeled, or at carbons 3 and
4, if the bicarbonate is labeled. However, in the oxaloacetate
pool will be present also unlabeled oxaloacetate (O) formed
from unlabeled pyruvate if the bicarbonate is unlabeled, and
isotopomer O4 if the bicarbonate is labeled. The seven iso-
topomers of oxaloacetate, O, O3, O34 and O4, O2, O12 and
O1 (the last three formed because of the equilibrium be-
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tween carbons (2,3) and (1,4)), can condense with labeled
(at carbon 2) and unlabeled AcCoA to produce citrate in the
TCA cycle. At steady-state, there are 12 isotopomers of
oxaloacetate in the oxaloacetate pool: O4, O2, O3, O34, O12,
O23, O13, O24, O123, and O234. Accordingly, there are 16

isotopomers in the glutamate pool: G, G4, G14, G1, G124,
G12, G34, G3, G24, G2, G234, G23, G134, G13, G1234, G123.

The occurrence of multiple patterns in the NMR spec-
trum, presented in Fig. 1, is consistent with the prediction of
different isotopomer species. The nine-lines splitting at C-2

Figure 1. Observed multiplet pattern of glutamate with 90% [3-13C]pyruvate (Chance et al., 1983). The value ofx is estimated to be equal to 0.35 (see
text). The numbers in parentheses are the relative populations of the corresponding isotopomers for this value ofx. The multiplet due to every isotopomer
at carbons 2, 3, and 4 of glutamate is also shown. The intensity of each line within the multiplet should be equal to the relative population of the isotopomer
normalized by the number of lines of the multiplet. Superposition of all the multiplets at each carbon atom generates the observed fine structure of the NMR
spectra.
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is the sum of a singlet (superposition of two different sin-
glets) due to G24 and G2, a doublet with coupling constant
J12 due to G124 and G12, a doublet with coupling constant
J23 due to G234and G23, and a quartet due to G1234and G123.
Two different doublets occur as a result of the difference
between the coupling constantsJ12 (53.5 Hz) andJ23 (34.6
Hz). Because of this difference, the line splitting at C-2 due
to G1234 and G123 is a quartet, whereas the line splitting at
C-3 due to G1234and G234 is a triplet with an intensity ratio
1:2:1 due to the similar values ofJ23 andJ34. For the same
reason (J23 4 J34), the isotopomers G123, G23, G134, and
G34 provide the same doublet at C-3. Thus, the five-lines
splitting at C-3 is the sum of a singlet due to G3 and G13, a
doublet due to G123, G23, G134 and G34, and a triplet due to
G1234 and G234. Similarly, the line splitting should be three
lines at C-4, three-lines at C-1, and none at C-5. Thus, the
fine structure of NMR spectra at all glutamate resonances is
consistent with the prediction of the different glutamate iso-
topomer species.

The intensity of each line is proportional to the sum of the
isotopomer concentrations contributing to the correspond-
ing line-splitting (doublet, triplet or quartet), normalized by
the number of lines. For example, the intensity of one of the
two lines at the doublet at C-2 due to G124 and G12 is
proportional to ([G124] + [G12])/2, where [Gi] is the con-
centration of the isotopomer Gi. Using our model [Klapa et
al., 1998], the relative distribution of glutamate isotopomer
species that determine the line intensity of the NMR spectra,
can be calculated uniquely from the values ofx (the fraction
of OAA entering the TCA cycle) andy (the fraction of
bicarbonate fixed in pyruvate, which is labeled with13C).
Assuming that there are no reactions that generate CO2

other than those depicted in Fig. 1 of (Klapa et al., 1998),
the value of y can be determined uniquely fromx (see Fig.
2). Predictions of the relative populations of the sixteen
glutamate isotopomers for different values ofx are shown in
Fig. 2.

Since the line intensities of the NMR spectra of Fig. 1 can
be determined uniquely from the relative populations of
glutamate isotopomers which, in turn, are functions of the
flux ratio x, flux information can be extracted from the fine
structure of NMR spectra. Any of the three resonances at the
C-2, C-3, or C-4 carbons of glutamate can be used for the
determination of x, while the other two can be used to
validate the estimate of x thus obtained. Table I shows the
line intensities ratios as estimated from the NMR spectra of
Fig. 1. The relative areas of the multiplets were measured
manually from the published NMR spectra by triangulation:
peak height × width at half height. The values ofx obtained
when only one carbon resonance at a time is used is ap-
proximately the same as the least-square estimate obtained
when all three resonances are used in the calculation, and
equal to 0.35 ± 0.01. The corresponding value of y is 0.26
± 0.01. Table I shows the line intensities ratios calculated
for these values ofx andy. The satisfactory agreement with
the experimental data at all three carbon atoms supports the
validity of our modeling methodology. Differences ob-

served between the experimental data and the theoretical
predictions at C-2 can be explained by the uncertainty in the
estimation of the line intensity ratios from the published
NMR spectra of Fig. 1. It is noted that the line intensity

Table I. Determination of flux ratiox from the line intensities of the
NMR spectra of Figure 1.

C-2
C-3
T/D

C-4
S/DS/D12 S/D23 S/Q

NMR
spectrum

4.20 ± 0.3 0.73 ± 0.1 1.95 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.2

x 4 0.35 4.13 0.81 1.97 1.3 0.5

Note.The best estimate forx is 0.35. The values in italics represent the
line intensities ratios calculated for this value ofx. (S, D, and T are the
intensities of the singlet, of the doublet (both lines) and of the triplet (all
three lines), respectively;Dij is the intensity of the doublet with coupling
constantJij).

Figure 2. Distribution of a-ketoglutarate isotopomers as a function ofx
for the case of 90% [3-13C]pyruvate. Sixteen species are present, andy is
obtained exclusively as a function ofx by assuming that there are no other
reactions generating CO2 than those depicted in Fig. 1 of Klapa et al.
(1998).
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ratios at the other two carbon atoms calculated forx 4 0.35
fall within the range of experimental error. Similar multiplet
patterns in glutamate and glutamine were also obtained in
isolated livers of mice perfused with [3-13C]alanine by Hall
et al. (1988).

Acetate Utilization in E. coli

Our modeling results can be verified in another system.
Walsh and Koshland (1984) obtained a13C NMR spectrum
of purified glutamate fromE. coli grown with 99%
[2-13C]acetate as the sole carbon source (Fig. 3). It shows a
doublet at C-1, a six-lines at C-2, a triplet at C-3, and a
doublet at C-4. This pattern is consistent with the operation
of the glyoxylate shunt pathway (Model I) and exactly
matches the predictions of Table 2 of Klapa et al. (1998).
There is only one variable in this case,z, that essentially
determines the relative intensity of each peak and each line
within each peak.z is defined as the probability of isocitrate
utilized via the glyoxylate shunt pathway (or the fraction of
isocitrate utilized in the glyoxylate pathway, the balance
being converted in the TCA cycle). According to Walsh and
Koshland, the relative enrichment at the five carbons of
intracellular glutamate was 0.4:1.0:0.9:1.0:0 for C-1
through C-5, respectively. Our model predicts C-24 C-3
4 C-44 1 and C-54 0, which are in total agreement with
the experimental results, whereas C-14 (1 − z)/2. Inserting
the experimental value of 0.4 for C-1,z is calculated equal
to 0.2. This is identical to the value estimated by Walsh and
Koshland using an involved method based on input–output
equations for each carbon on intermediary metabolites.

Our model results can also explain exactly the fine struc-
ture of the obtained NMR spectra, since we consider all the
isotopomers of the intermediate metabolites and not just

isotope enrichment at specific metabolite carbon positions.
Even though the labeling diagram (Fig. 6 of Klapa et al.
[1999]), shows the presence of up to sixa-ketoglutarate
isotopomers, the results of Table II of Klapa et al. (1998)
show that, under steady state, only twoa-ketoglutarate spe-
cies should be present:K1234(or G1234) with a relative popu-
lation of (1 −z)/2 and K234 (or G234) with a relative popu-
lation (1 + z)/2. The multiple pattern can be analyzed in a
manner similar to the case of [3-13C]pyruvate of section 2.1.
Of particular interest is the pattern at C-2. Here G1234should
give rise to a quartet at C-2 with each line intensity (1 −z)/8
4 0.1, and G234 should give a doublet at C-2 with each line
intensity (1 +z)/4 4 0.3. These predictions cannot be com-
pared directly with the results of Fig. 3 due to lack of
intensity data for the individual peaks of the C-2 resonance.
However, comparison of the heights of the individual peaks
shows general agreement between experimental and pre-
dicted values. The intensities at the C-3 and C-4 resonances
can be similarly analyzed. They contain no information for
the value of the flux ratioz, however, they are very consis-
tent with the above patterns. Similar labeling patterns were
observed in glutamate byBrevibacterium flavum(Walker
and London, 1987) and proline, which also reflects exact
labeling pattern ofa-ketoglutarate byE. coli (Crawford et
al., 1987).

Another experiment for verifying the operation of the
glyoxylate shunt pathway in bacteria was performed with
99% [1-13C]acetate. In this case too the glutamate isoto-
pomer species can be obtained in terms ofz. Only two
species should be present (Table III of Klapa et al. [1998]):
G5 with relative population (1 +z)/2 and G15 with relative
population (1 −z)/2. Therefore, enrichment of glutamate
should be (1 −z)/2 at C-1, 1 at C-5, and 0 at C-2, C-3, and
C-4. This is exactly what is observed in proline synthesis by
E. coli (Crawford et al., 1987) and glutamate synthesis byB.
flavum (Walker and London, 1987). Since the system of
(Crawford et al., 1987) was similar to that of (Walsh and
Koshland, 1984), one can assume the same value forz 4
0.2 that yields an estimate for glutamate C-1 enrichment of
0.4. From the spectra reported in (Crawford et al., 1987), the
C-1 glutamate enrichment can be estimated as 30%, in fair
agreement with the model estimates.

APPLICATIONS

Pathway of Acetate Utilization in
Pseudomonas AM1

Narbad et al. (1989) concluded the absence of the glyox-
ylate shunt pathway in the methylotrophicPseudomonas
AM1 strains by examining the distribution of13C label in
trehalose formed from [2-13C]acetate. Their conclusion was
based on the labeling pattern of trehalose, which reflects
glucose patterns: C-1:C-2:C-3:C-4:C-5:C-64 35.8:33.86:
24.15:24.43:37.58:37.0. They argued that since trehalose
derived from oxaloacetate via glyoxylate cycle activity only
would not be labeled at C-3 and C-4 and operation of the
TCA cycle would label the C-3 and C-4 positions of treha-

Figure 3. Observed glutamate multiplet patterns with [2-13C]acetate
(adopted from Walsh and Koshland [1984]). Peak at C2 is a six-lines
consisting of a doublet due to G234with each line intensity 0.3 and a quartet
due to G1234 with each line intensity 0.1 for a value ofz equal to 0.2.
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lose at 50% intensity of the other sites, the intensities of C-3
and C-4 of trehalose of 70% of the levels of the other four
carbon atoms rule out the operation of the glyoxylate shunt.
This conclusion is consistent with experimental observa-
tions indicating lack of isocitrate lyase activity (Dunstan et
al., 1972a,b).

Our model is consistent with the above conclusion. Con-
sidering the network of Fig. 7 in Klapa et al. (1999), but
with 90% enriched acetate, the possible oxaloacetate isoto-
pomers are O, O2, O3, O23, O1, O4, O13, O24, O12, O34, O123,
and O234. The relative intensity of O-1:O-2:O-3 and conse-
quently of C-3:C-2:C-1 of glucose was calculated to be (1 −
z)/2:1:1, which is consistent with what is concluded by Nar-
bad et al. The maximum value of the C-3/C-2 ratio is 50%,
whenz 4 0 or the glyoxylate shunt is inactive. The relative
intensity of O-1:O-2:O-3 for 90% enriched acetate turns out
to be the same with respect to the ratioz for 100% enriched
acetate (see Table II, Model I of Klapa et al. (1999)).

On the other hand, introducing the relative intensity of
C-1:C-2:C-3 of glucose, as determined experimentally: 1:1:
0.7, in the expressions of Model II (Table II of Klapa et al.
(1999)) (we consider that the formation of extra isotopom-
ers, because of 90% enriched acetate, is not affecting con-
siderably the relative intensity of the glucose carbons), we
calculate the ratiox equal to 0.8. Thus, if we consider the
pyruvate carboxylation reaction as the alternative anaple-
rotic pathway, the experimentally measured label pattern of
glucose is consistent with low activity of the TCA cycle.

Pathway of Acetate Utilization in Mammals

Many researchers have described acetate metabolism in
mammals using labeled acetate under various conditions
(Table II). Predominately monitored substrates are gluta-
mate and/or glucose. Qualitatively, with C-1 labeled ac-
etate, the possibility of the operation of Model III can be

distinguished from that of either Model I or Model II by
following the carbon enrichments of glutamate or glucose
(Table III of Klapa et al. (1999)). With Model III, all six
carbons of glucose are expected to be labeled whereas with
Model I or Model II, only C-3 of glucose is labeled. Simi-
larly with Model III four carbons of glutamate, namely C-1,
C-2, C-3, and C-5, are labeled, whereas with Model I or
Model II label is present in only at C-1 and C-5. The data of
Table II excludes the possibility of Model III in mammals.
It must be noted that with C-1 labeled C2 metabolites,
Model I and Model II cannot be differentiated.

The same analysis can be applied with C-2 labeled ac-
etate based on Table 2 of Klapa et al. (1999). Qualitatively,
all three models lead to same labeling patterns in the car-
bons of glutamate and glucose. Quantitatively, Model I can
be differentiated from Model II. For example, the relative
enrichments at C-2, C-3, and C-4 of glutamate are all equal
to 1 with Model I. With Model II, only the enrichment at
C-4 of glutamate is equal to 1. According to Model II, C-2
and C-3 of glutamate and C-1 and C-2 of glucose should be
labeled with intensity (1 −x)/(1 + x). The data in Table II
support the operation of Model II.

With C-2 labeled acetate, the distinction between Model
II and Model III cannot be unequivocally established from
either the qualitative or quantitative analysis of the relative
enrichment data. However, the multiple pattern structure in
the 13C NMR spectrum should be different. If acetate is
utilized solely via the acetyl-CoA conversion pathway
(Model II), the resulting multiple pattern at glutamate
should appear as: three-lines at C-1 consisting of a singlet
due to G14 and G134, a doublet due to G1234; seven-lines at
C-2 consisting of a singlet due to G24, a doublet due to G234,
and a quartet due to G1234; five-lines at C-3 consisting of a
doublet due to G34 and G134 and a triplet due to G234 and
G1234; and three-lines at C-4 consisting of a singlet due to
G4, G14, and G24 and a doublet due to G34, G134, G234, and

Table II. Distribution of 14C in the carbons of glutamate or glucose with14C labeled C-2 metabolites.

Substrate

Carbon position

ReferencesC-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6

[1-14C]Acetatea 3 7 48 100 1 1 Antony and Landau, 1968
[1-14C]Acetateb 1 2 65 100 2 1 Kam et al., 1978
[1-14C]Ethanolc 28.0 0.0 71.8 Schumann et al., 1991
[2-14C]Acetated 57 57 16 23 94 100 Antony and Landau, 1968
[2-14C]Acetatee 12.1 21.3 22.7 42.9 1.0 Schumann et al., 1991
[2-14C]Acetatef 18.5 18.8 11.4 11.9 19.3 20.4 Schumann et al., 1991
[2-14C]Acetateg 11.0 23.6 24.4 37.8 1.9 Hill et al., 1958
[2-14C]Acetateh 73.7 68.3 15.3 16 100 92.3 Kam et al., 1978

a14C specific activity in glucose normalized by specific activity in C-4 of glucose from rat liver.
b14C specific activity in glycogen normalized by specific activity in C-4 of glucose from 72-h fasted monkey liver slices.
c% in carbons of glutamate from urinary phenylacetylglutamine. One sample at time 3–6 h.
d14C specific activity in glucose normalized by specific activity in C-6 of glucose from rat liver.
e% in carbons of glutamate from urinary phenylacetylglutamine. Average of four samples at time 4.5–6 h.
f% in carbons of glucose in blood. Average of four samples at time 6 h.
g% in carbons of glutamate from rat carcuss.
h14C specific activity in glycogen normalized by specific activity in C-4 of glucose from 72-h fasted monkey liver slices. Average of three samples.
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G1234. A nearly identical multiple structure is expected in
Model III. The major difference is at C-2 which should be
a nine-lines peak with an additional doublet due to G124.
These candidate pathways can be differentiated using our
model due to its enumeration of the possible metabolite
isotopomers.

Pathway of Propionate Utilization in E. coli

Evans et al. (1993) attempted to establish the operation of
dual pathways for propionate utilization inE. coli using13C
NMR with [2-13C]propionate and [3-13C]propionate as the
sole carbon substrate. InE. coli, propionate is oxidized to
pyruvate which then enters the TCA cycle either as acetyl-
CoA via the action of pyruvate dehydrogenase or as OAA
via the sequential actions of PEP synthetase and PEP car-
boxylase. However, in several systems including higher or-
ganisms and a number of microorganisms such asPropi-
onibacterium(Wood and Stjernholm, 1961),Ochromonas
(Arstein et al., 1962), andRhizobium(De Hertogh et al.,
1964), the major pathway of propionate metabolism is via
the propionyl-CoA carboxylation pathway. In such systems,
propionate is converted to propionyl-CoA, which is then
carboxylated to methylmalonyl-CoA via propionyl-CoA
carboxylase, which is finally isomerized to succinyl-CoA
via methylmalonyl-CoA mutase. With [2-13C]propionate,
Evans et al. obtained a13C NMR spectrum (Fig. 4) which
shows a singlet at all five carbons of glutamate with rela-
tively high enrichment at C-1 and C-5 positions, and low
enrichment at C-4 position. They argued that if [2-13C]pro-
pionate is solely utilized via the pyruvate pathway, no C-2

and C-3 of glutamate should be labeled. However, since C-2
and C-3 were also significantly labeled, it was concluded
that a propionate carboxylation pathway must be operative
in this bacterium, which they supported to be the propionyl-
CoA carboxylase pathway. Clearly this is incorrect as the
argument is made on the model that describes the label
distribution, when pyruvate enters the TCA cycle only
through acetyl-CoA and the pyruvate carboxylase activity is
ignored. Considering the action of both pyruvate dehydro-
genase and pyruvate carboxylase, the labeling pattern of
glutamate is consistent with the sole operation of the pyru-
vate pathway (Table I, Column 2 of Klapa et al. (1999)).
Furthermore, in another experiment with [3-13C]propionate
(Fig. 4), a labeling pattern consistent with a multiple pattern
associated with the sole operation of the pyruvate pathway
(Table I, Column 1 of Klapa et al. (1999)) was found.
Therefore, the operation of the propionyl-CoA carboxylase
pathway inE. coli cannot be substantiated with the13C
NMR study.

Pathway of Acetone Utilization in Mammals

The metabolic pathways of acetone utilization in mammals
remains unclear despite its presumed importance in diabetic
ketoacidosis where large amounts of acetone, along with
acetoacetate and 3-hydroxybutyrate, accumulate in the body
fluids (Sulway and Malins, 1970; Owen et al., 1982). An-
other important question associated with acetone metabo-
lism is how much energy can be derived from acetone dur-
ing fasting in order to prolong survival. Reichard et al.
(1979) calculated that up to 11% of the glucose can be

Figure 4. Glutamate multiplet pattern observed inE. coli with [2-13C]propionate (top) and [2-13C]propionate (bottom) (adopted from Evans et al. [1993]).
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derived from acetone during starvation in humans. Previ-
ously acetone was considered a non-metabolizable end
product of lipid metabolism that accumulates when there are
insufficient glycolytic intermediates to effect the complete
oxidation of the acetyl-CoA generated in the metabolism of
fatty acid. Sakami and Lafaye (1951) proposed two path-
ways for acetone metabolism in mammalian systems (Fig.
5). One pathway involves the conversion of acetone to 1,2-
propanediol which is then cleaved into acetate (C2 metabo-
lite) and formate. Acetate is then further oxidized via the
pathway in Model II (Fig. 2. of Klapa et al. (1999)). The
other pathway allows for acetone conversion into C3 me-
tabolites, namely pyruvate, hydroxyacetone, propanediol,
hydroxypyruvate, lactaldehyde, lactate, or their phosphory-
lated derivatives as possible intermediates.

To delineate which of the two acetone pathways (Fig. 5)
is active in acetone metabolism, many researchers used
[14C]acetone and followed label incorporation in glucose
and glutamate. Casazza et al. (1984) proposed the conver-
sion of acetone into methylglyoxal and 1,2-propanediol
with lactate as an intermediate, since he found that cyana-
mide (an aldehyde dehydrogenase inhibitor) prevents com-
pletely the conversion by hepatocytes of 1,2-propanediol to
glucose, but inhibits the conversion of [2-14C]acetone to
glucose only by 20–40%. Based on findings that there was
no carbon label incorporation from [2-14C]acetone into lac-
tate and 3-hydroxybutyrate but significant label incorpora-

tion in C-1 of free acetate, Gavino et al. (1987) claimed that
in perfused rat livers, acetone metabolism proceeds mainly
via the ‘‘acetate’’ pathway. Kosugi et al. (1986), based on a
study with [2-14C]acetone in humans, concluded the simul-
taneous operation of both ‘‘lactate/methylglyoxal’’ and
‘‘acetate’’ pathways. They also claimed that the extent to
which either pathway is utilized is based on the concentra-
tion of acetone infused, not the dietary state or the prior
exposure to acetone. They found that when trace quantities
were administered, only small equal percentages of14C
were found in C-3 and C-4 of glucose and large percentages
were distributed equally in C-1, C-2, C-5, and C-6 of glu-
cose. However, upon infusion of large quantities of
[2-14C]acetone, the reverse effect was found: large percent-
ages were found in C-3 and C-4 and small percentages were
found in C-1, C-2, C-5, and C-6 of glucose. Since the con-
version of [2-14C]acetone to [1-14C]acetate will label exclu-
sively C-3 and C-4 of glucose (Table III, Model II of Klapa
et al. (1999)), whereas the conversion to [2-14C]lactate will
label all six carbons of glucose (Table II of Klapa et al.
(1999)), Kosugi’s data clearly eliminate the possibility of
the sole utilization of acetone via the ‘‘acetate’’ pathway.
Kosugi et al. concluded that at high concentrations the con-
version to acetate predominates whereas at low concentra-
tions the conversion to lactate/methylglyoxal predominates.
Their conclusion was based also upon experiments intro-
ducing simultaneously lactate and acetone or lactate only to
the organisms. Assuming that metabolism reacts similarly
in both cases, they eliminate the possibility of the sole uti-
lization of ‘‘lactate/methylglyoxal’’ pathway because the
results from the two experiments were different.

However, the conditions under which the activation of
‘‘acetate’’ pathway is taking place have to be very carefully
examined because the larger percentage of label in C-3 and
C-4 than in C-1, C-2, C-5, and C-6 of glucose can be in-
terpreted on the basis of the sole operation of ‘‘lactate/
methylglyoxal’’ pathway. As shown in Fig. 6, at a low value
of x which corresponds to high TCA cycle activity, the label
incorporation at C-1 and C-2 of glucose should be lower
than that of C-3 of glucose, whereas the reverse is true at
high value ofx. A high TCA cycle activity may be invoked
as a detoxification mechanism at high levels of acetone
whereas at low concentrations of acetone, a low TCA cycle
is needed.

Reichard et al. (1986) who perfused small amount of
[2-14C]acetone into human with diabetic ketoacidosis ob-
tained results similar to those of Kosugi et al. At low ac-
etone infusion, they found that in six of seven patients, 70%
to 90% of14C resides in C-1, C-2, C-5, and C-6 positions.
However, in one patient they found more14C incorporation
in C-3 and C-4 than in C-1, C-2, C-5, and C-6 of glucose.
This led them to suggest that other pathways of acetone
metabolism may exist among subclasses of diabetic pa-
tients. However, it is very likely that the source of variation
was the rate of the acetone utilization via the TCA cycle, not
that an alternate pathway was involved. This particular pa-

Figure 5. Postulated pathways in the conversion of acetone to glucose
(adopted from Kosugi et al. (1986)), (1) involving C3 metabolites such as
methylglyoxal,D-lactate,L-lactate, andL-lactaldehyde and (2) involving C2
metabolite, acetate.
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tient carried a hypertensive cardiovascular disease which is
normally associated with high TCA cycle activity.

Thus on the basis of the acetone labeling study in mam-
mals, (1) the possibility of acetone utilization sole via the
‘‘acetate’’ pathway can be eliminated, (2) the possibility
that acetone utilization occurs solely via the ‘‘lactate/
methylglyoxal’’ pathway and that the concentration of ac-
etone determines the rate of conversion by effecting differ-
ent rates of the TCA cycle is consistent with carbon label
experimental data, and thus (3) the conditions under which
‘‘acetate’’ pathway becomes active should be very carefully
examined in every system.

Glyoxylate Shunt Pathway versus TCA Cycle
in Bacteria

The value ofz, indicating the fraction of isocitrate converted
via the glyoxylate shunt pathway, can be determined by
three independent methods involving the use of GC-MS and
13C NMR. First, as done by Walsh and Koshland (1984), the
relative enrichment at glutamate C-1 can be used. This ap-
proach requires additional measurement of known standards
in order to establish the calibration required for converting
the absolute peak intensity into relative enrichment. Sec-
ondly, within the C-2 peak, the ratio of quartet (Q) to dou-
blet (D) can be used to find the value ofz: Q/D 4 (1 − z)/(1
+ z). From Fig. 3, this ratio is estimated to be equal to2⁄3
giving a value ofz equal to 0.2, which is the same result
obtained with the first method. Thirdly, GC–MS, measuring
the fractions of the same metabolite with different molecu-

lar weights differentiated by one atomic mass unit, can be
used. In the example of Walsh and Koshland (1984), GC–
MS should produce two peaks for glutamate, one corre-
sponding to molecular weight (M + 3), and another corre-
sponding to (M + 4), whereM represents the molecular
weight of glutamate with all its carbons being12C. The
glutamate species, G234, has a molecular weight of (M + 3)
and G1234, has a molecular weight of (M + 4). Therefore the
ratio of the (M + 3) to (M + 4) species is (M + 3)/(M + 4)
4 (1 + z)/(1 − z).

Similarly, in the case of [1-13C]acetate, the value ofz can
be obtained in two different ways: One from the13C NMR
measurement of relative enrichment at each carbon and the
GC–MS measurement of the ratio of (M + 2) to (M + 1).

Determination of Flux of Pyruvate Carboxylase
versus Flux of Citrate Synthase

Cohen (1987) proposed the following formula to estimate
the ratio of pyruvate carboxylase (PC) activity to pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH) activity with a C-3 labeled three-
carbon substrate:

VPC

VPDH
=

C-2 of glutamate+ C-3 of glutamate

C-4 of glutamate
(1)

With a C-2 labeled three-carbon substrate, the formula was
modified by Jans and Willem [1989] as:

VPC

VPDH
=

C-2 of glutamate+ C-3 of glutamate

C-5 of glutamate
(2)

These formulas were adopted by Jans and Willem (1988,
1989) in studies of rabbit and rat renal cells of proximal
convoluted tubules, Jans and Leibfritz (1988) in renal epi-
thelial cell lines, Tran-Dinh et al. (1991) inSaccharomyces
cerevisiaeand Brand et al. (1992) in rat neuronal and glial
tumor and primary cell lines. However, these formulas are
based on the assumption that C-2 and C-3 of glutamate can
be derived only from the C-2 and C-3 of OAA, and C-4 and
C-5 of glutamate can be derived only from C-2 and C-1 of
acetyl-CoA. This assumption is true only if all metabolites
undergo the TCA cycle once. As can be seen in many of our
labeling diagrams, carbon labels can move from C-4 and
C-5 of glutamate to C-1, C-2, and C-3 of glutamate.

It should be clear how these relationships should be
modified to account for multiple cycle turns following our
methodology. We letx be the proportion of OAA entering
the TCA cycle via citrate synthase and (1 −x) as the pro-
portion of OAA exiting the TCA cycle. It should be noted
that under the steady state assumption, the flux via citrate
synthase is equal to the flux via the pyruvate dehydroge-
nase, and the flux via the PEP carboxykinase is equal to the
flux of pyruvate carboxylase. The above ratio can be rep-
resented as

VPC

VPDH
=

x

1 − x
(3)

Figure 6. Carbon enrichment in glutamate and glucose as a function of
x with [2-13C]pyruvate as substrate. The enrichments at C-1 and C-2 of
glucose and C-2 and C-3 ofa-ketoglutarate are equal and represented as a
solid line. The enrichments at C-3 of glucose and C-1 ofa-ketoglutarate
are equal and represented as a dotted line.
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The expression forx can be obtained exclusively as a func-
tion of enrichment. For the C-3 labeled substrate from Table
1 of Klapa et al. (1999), this is equal to

C-2 (or C-3) of glutamate=
1

1 + x
(4)

Hence,

VPC

VPDH
=

1 − C-2 (or C-3) of glutamate

2 × C-2 (or C-3) of glutamate− 1
(5)

Similarly, for the C-2 labeled substrate, this is related to:

C-2 (or C-3) of glutamate=
x

1 + x
(6)

VPC

VPDH
=

C-2 (or C-3) of glutamate

1 − 2 × ~C-2 (or C-3! of glutamate) (7)

Figure 7a and b compare the predictions of the ratioVPC/

VPDH as a function ofx based on the Cohen’s (Eqs. (1) and
(2)) and our formulas (Eqs. (5) and (7)) for C-2 and C-3
labeled substrates. It can be seen that the two predictions are
exactly opposite for C-3 labeled substrates, but are qualita-
tively similar for C-2 labeled substrates for values ofx up to
approximately 0.4.

The conclusions based on the use of Cohen’s formula
should be reexamined. For example, Tran-Dinh et al. (1991)
observed much smaller enrichment in C-2 of glutamate but
the same enrichment in C-4 of glutamate whenS. cerevisiae
is incubated with amphotericin B, a polyene fungal antibi-
otics, and [1-13C]glucose which leads to the formation of
[3-13C]pyruvate. Based on the use of the Cohen’s formula,
Tran-Dinh et al. concluded that amphotericin B induces a
reduction in the pyruvate carboxylase activity in the mito-
chondria and therefore the effect of amphotericin B should
be mitochondrial. However, with our formula, the data can
be interpreted as a reduction in either citrate synthase or
pyruvate dehydrogenase activity which means that the ef-
fect of amphotericin B should be cytosolic. A similar mis-
interpretation was made by Brand et al. (1992) who ob-
served a higher (C-2 + C-3)/C-4 ratio in primary glial cells
than neurons and concluded that there was a higher pyruvate
carboxylase activity in primary glial cells than neurons. In
fact, the exact opposite could be true.

CONCLUSION

It must be apparent that13C or 14C labeling data provides
unique information about cellular metabolism in a continu-
ous, noninvasive manner. This potential, however, can be
realized only if the data is analyzed and interpreted within a
proper framework. We have constructed a mathematical
model to describe the isotopomer distribution via the TCA
cycle and gluconeogenic pathway. Our present modeling
approach is similar to earlier models in that each isotopomer
species is treated as distinct, independent variable con-
strained by the topology of enzymatic reactions. In addition,
metabolite labeling resulting from multiple TCA cycle turns
has been accounted for. Steady state expressions for the
distribution of isotopomer species are obtained exclusively
in terms of flux variables. Based on isotopomer analysis, we
have illustrated several ways to extract the relevant and
useful information from the labeling studies. In the case of
monitoring with13C NMR, we have shown how our results
can be used in interpreting the complex multiplet patterns of
NMR spectra. Alternatively, we have shown a rigorous way
of determining flux values from13C NMR and GC–MS
measurements.

Our modeling results are compared to several published
experimental data involving different labeled substrates in
order to validate our modeling methodology and shown to
fit well with the data. These results were extended to inves-
tigate the validity of conclusions which were built upon the
simplified model that does not properly account for all pos-
sible effects of label scrambling via the TCA cycle. Those
comparisons led us to confirm that the glyoxylate shunt

Figure 7. Predictions of the ratio ofVPC/VPDH as a function ofx accord-
ing to Cohen’s and our formulas for (a) [3-13C]pyruvate and (b) [2-13C]py-
ruvate as substrate.
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pathway does not operate inPseudomonasAM1 strain, and
to conclude that (1) there is no evidence of propionyl-CoA
carboxylase pathway inE. coli, and (2) acetone utilization
in mammals solely via the ‘‘lactate/methylglyoxal’’ path-
way is consistent with published labeling data.

NOMENCLATURE

G glutamate
Glu glucose
K a-ketoglutarate
O, OAA oxaloacetate
PC pyruvate carboxylase
PDH pyruvate dehydrogenase
PEP phosphoenolpyruvate
TCA tricarboxylic acid cycle
Vi flux through enzymei
x probability of oxaloacetate to exit the TCA cycle
(1 − x) probability of oxaloacetate to enter the TCA cycle
y probability of bicarbonate to be labeled with13C
z probability of isocitrate to be utilized via the GS pathway
(1 − z) probability of isocitrate to be utilized via the TCA cycle
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